Where these panels may be used? Practically everywhere: for interior finishing of corridors and entrance lobbies, bathrooms and washing rooms, halls and bedrooms, balconies and recessed balconies. Simply pasting one wall or fragment, you will quickly transform your home and make your interior modern and stylish.

It is possible to quickly create the modern, maximally comfortable and cozy interior at minimal cost. A wide range of colors and textures, shapes and colouring will make it possible to find and choose the optimal color scheme that satisfies the very sophisticated customer taste.

**SIMPLE PANELS MOUNTING!**

1. Cut to size
2. Apply adhesive
3. Paste on the surface
4. Ready!

**MORE THAN 100 TYPES OF PRODUCTS!**
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SHEET PANELS PASTING

MATERIALS AND TOOLS

1. 0.3-0.4 mm thick panels ‘DEKOPAN’ (mosaic) and ‘DEKOKAM’ (brick, stone); 0.6 mm thick PANEL PICTURE.
2. Multipurpose edge of 0.9 m in length or panel picture edge of 0.75 m in length.
3. ZVEZDA adhesive for PVC panels produced by REGUL Company. Polymer alcohol based adhesive.
4. Painter’s tape.
5. Scissors.
6. Leveling gauge, straight rule.

WORK STAGES

1. Sheets mounting:
0.3-0.4 mm panels do not require the completely smooth surfaces. They gently hide all wall irregularities and defects;
0.6 mm PANEL PICTURE requires the smooth wall surface.
The walls are to be cleaned from the earlier layers, dirt and, especially, dust because the adhesive does not hold well on the dusty surface. It is recommended to apply the priming wall coating before pasting the panels.
In order to qualitatively paste the panels every sheet is to be leveled (Fig.2).
‘DEKOKAM’ mounting: the first sheet on the initial mounting side is to be cut with the scissors in straight line; the second row of sheets is to be rotated by 180 degrees in order to superpose the picture.

2. The multipurpose edge is pasted over the visible and cut panel sides. It may be pasted over the sides of sheet all around if desired. Fig.1a – edge pasting along the work area edging, Fig.1b – pasting of interior angle, Fig.1c – pasting of outer angle. The edge is pasted on level.

3. Mounting of contacting sheets:
0.3-0.4 mm panels are to be mounted lapped when the edge of one panel overlaps the edge of other panel;
0.6 mm PANEL PICTURE is mounted ‘edge-to-edge’ (when the edge of one panel tightly contacts with the other).

4. The adhesive is pasted on the projected parts from inside in accordance with the suggested scheme specified at Fig.3. The sheets are to be pasted over the wall in 1-3 minutes after adhesive applying.

5. In order to simplify the working process and prevent ‘slipping’ of sheets during mounting it is recommended to attach them to the wall with the help of painter’s tape.